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Abstract
Fault-tolerance has long been a feature of database systems, with trans-
actions supporting the structuring of applications so as to ensure continu-
ation of updating applications in spite of machine failures. For read-only
queries the perceived wisdom has been that support for fault-tolerance is
too expensive to be worthwhile. Distributed query processing is coming
to be seen as a promising way of implementing applications that combine
structured data and analysis operations in dynamic distributed settings
such as computational grids. Such a query may be long-running and hav-
ing to redo the whole query after a failure may cause problems (e.g. if
the result may trigger business or safety critical activities). This work
describes and evaluates a new scheme for adding fault-tolerance to dis-
tributed query processing through a rollback-recovery mechanism. The
high level expression of user requests in a physical algebra offers opportu-
nities for tuning the fault-tolerance provision so as to reduce the cost, and
give better performance than employment of generic fault-tolerance mech-
anisms at the lowest level of query processing. This paper outlines how
the publicly-available OGSA-DQP computational grid-based distributed
query processing system can be modified to include support for fault-
tolerance and presents a performance evaluation which includes measure-
ments of the cost of both protocol overheads and rollback-recovery, for a
set of example distributed queries.
keywords:data flow, computational grids, distributed query process-
ing, fault-tolerance, implementation, rollback-recovery,
1 Introduction
Much work [18] has been done to support access to multiple distributed, au-
tonomous databases, particularly addressing issues relating to heterogeneity,
consistency, and availability. However, systems have tended to gather data to
a central site for inter-site joins. As described in [20], the emergence of com-
putational grids [9] provides support and motivation for the evolution of the
more open query processing espoused in [6] where participants contribute not
just data but also function and cycle providers. In such an environment, many
widely distributed and autonomous resources may be utilized in the execution
of a particular query. Furthermore, it seems likely that the applications will
often be demanding, so that resource failures may be not only likely but also
costly. It is then better to tolerate the fault rather than throwing away the work
done already unless the resources required for completion are not available.
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This work describes enhancements to the publicly-available OGSA-DQP
distributed query processing system for the Grid [2] which enable support for
fault-tolerance during query executions. These enhancements are then evalu-
ated through measurements in a distributed deployment of the cost of overheads
and protocol recovery. The results show that significant performance improve-
ments can be gained through recovering and continuing after failure.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related
work. Section 3 describes how fault-tolerance provision impacts on distributed
query processing at the architectural level of the OGSA-DQP system. Section 4
describes how an example fault-tolerance protocol is implemented within the
same distributed query processing system. Section 5 presents experimental
results and section 6 concludes.
2 Related Work
Transactions [13] are widely used to structure applications which need to en-
sure consistent access to persistent data, especially when updates to the data
are required. However, surrounding an operation by an individual transaction
doesn’t offer the potential for recovery of intermediate results if that operation is
interrupted by a failure. Workflows [14] can be structured using internal trans-
actions and maintaining intermediate state in a database to ensure that work
already committed need not be redone during recovery. This state can then be
replicated to achieve high availability [17]. An individual stateful application
which might be called by a workflow can be recovered by logging interactions
with the application to support re-creation of the internal application’s state
after a failure [4].
Similarly to workflow, a query is evaluated through a directed graph struc-
ture. However, this work is concerned with read-only queries where the evalua-
tion is generally memory resident and employing persistent logs would severely
hamper performance. Approaches to support fault-tolerance in stream query
processing [3] are described in [19, 7], but the work described here appears to be
the first to evaluate the use of fault-tolerance in the setting of non-continuous
query processing. In such a setting it is necessary to plan and initialize the fault-
tolerance provision for each query. The rollback-recovery protocol described
here is similar to the upstream backup approach evaluated through simulation
in [16] and was evaluated through an initial Java applet based implementation
in [21], but is here evaluated through measurement of a full implementation
within a real distributed query processing system.
3 Structuring
3.1 OGSA-DQP
OGSA-DQP [2] is a publicly available infrastructure which supports user sub-
mission of distributed queries over data and analysis resources, the former ex-
posed as GDSs (Grid Data Services) via the OGSA-DAI infrastructure [1] and
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the latter as WSs (Web Services). The infrastructure implements two Grid
Services [10], as follows.
• A GDQS (Grid Distributed Query Service) maintains the metadata cata-
logue describing the available computational resources and databases. A
GDQS accepts user queries expressed in OQL over its global schema. It
initiates compilation and optimization of queries to yield execution plans.
• A GQES (Grid Query Evaluation Service) is an evaluation engine that
is capable of running a subplan of a distributed query plan generated
by a GDQS. An instance of this service is created on each machine the
optimizer decides should participate in the distributed query execution.
Distributed query execution is therefore performed by a set of GQESs that
communicate by exchanging tuples. The use of multiple GQESs allows
exploitation of parallelism (e.g. parallelizing joins over a set of GQESs)
and also fault-tolerance, as described in this work. The service comprises
an execution engine which realizes the physical algebra, in the iterator
style [12] and includes support for two key operations.
perform accepts a query subplan, specified as an XML document, and instan-
tiates that plan within the query engine.
putData accepts a buffer full of tuples from another GQES which are in-
tended for further processing in this GQES. This interface is em-
ployed within the exchange operator, after [11], to support the move-
ment of tuples between GQESs.
3.2 Recoverable OGSA-DQP
Since the provision for fault-tolerance tends to impact very pervasively in a sys-
tem, it is often incorporated at the lowest levels, for instance in message group
protocols [5]. Such a general approach is well suited to a critical application
running in a constrained environment, but is rather heavyweight in the con-
text of distributed query processing over arbitrary grid resources. By contrast,
query processing is an example of a style of computation where the higher level
realization of applications, in terms of an algebra, offers an opportunity for im-
plementing fault-tolerance provision at that higher level, and thereby trading
off a reduction of genericity in fault-tolerance for a reduction in cost [22]. This
paper explores how this aim can be achieved.
The overall goal of this work was therefore to design, implement and evaluate
an enhanced version of OGSA-DQP called OGSA-DQP-REC which supports
a configurable degree of fault-tolerance. Figure 1 illustrates the components of
the implementation of OGSA-DQP-REC which are relevant to fault-tolerance.
The client provides the means by which the user can specify a Quality Of
Service (QOS) which can be translated into a requirement for fault-tolerance
provision. Such a specification might for instance require tolerance to one ma-
chine failure during a query execution.
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Figure 1: The Components of OGSA-DQP-REC.
The coordinator takes a user query, generates a plan, and instantiates the
required query evaluation environment. Based on the user’s specification of
the quality of service, the coordinator has to acquire the resources necessary
to support the required provision of fault-tolerance. The optimizer has then
to take account of the fault-tolerance requirements when generating a query
plan, for instance when choosing the number of data source replicas and/or the
scheduling of operators.
Algorithms to support the fault-tolerance provisions offered, such as consis-
tent duplication of tuples [19] or checkpoint based rollback [24, 22], are imple-
mented, through enhancements to the physical algebra.
The Fault Detector (FD) monitors the running system so that it can notify
the Fault Handler (FH) of failures. Long recognized as a key, but non-trivial,
function of any fault-tolerance scheme for a distributed system, fault detection
has recently been identified as a candidate for encapsulation as a self-contained,
and configurable, entity. e.g. [8].
The FH acts upon notifications from the FD, deciding upon and effecting
appropriate changes to the running system, for instance substituting a suitable
spare machine for one which has failed, or perhaps aborting the query and
causing a suitable error indication to be returned to the user if there is no
available resource. To perform this task, the FH uses a description of the plan
allocated to the evaluators and metadata describing both the fault-tolerance
provision and resources which are or may become available in order to support
that fault-tolerance provision.
The FH is divided into two parts. A Global Fault Handler (GFH) is respon-
sible for deciding on the overall strategy to pursue for a distributed computation
in the event of a failure notification, and instructing relevant Local Fault Han-
dlers (LFH). LFHs are responsible for performing reconfiguration operations
locally. It is thus possible to generalize the structure described above to a hier-
archy with a (potentially) distributed failure detector service notifying handlers
above a certain level of the hierarchy so that a failure can be handled either
locally or globally. Here, the hierarchy has a single GFH per query evaluation
and a single LFH resident on each machine participating in that evaluation.
A suitable (centralized) FD for this implementation is that of [23]. A conve-
nient deployment co-locates FD and GFH with the Resources provided by the
coordinator.
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4 Design
By way of example, the following subsections describe how an abstract rollback-
recovery protocol developed for data flow graphs with stateful vertexes has been
incorporated within OGSA-DQP-REC. As well as demonstrating the implemen-
tation of the overall architecture, this exercise is intended to support detailed
investigation into costing and planning. Thus, while any QOS measure seems
likely to have to feature aspects such as cost (ultimately monetary) and re-
sponse time, it seems premature to define such a measure here. Therefore, the
current approach is to configure different fault-tolerance strategies by hand.
4.1 Protocol Overview
The rollback-recovery protocol is defined in the abstract context of a stateful
computation structured as a directed graph, comprising vertexes and edges.
The protocol supports tolerance to failures of internal vertexes of the graph,
and assumes that a source vertex is made reliable through other means, e.g.
replication. Software in a vertex is partitioned into application, end point and
infrastructure layers. Each end point is responsible for processing related to
one end of a single point-to-point link. If the end point is upstream, so tuples
flowing through it are leaving the vertex, it is called outgoing ; otherwise incom-
ing. The protocol relies on the return of acknowledgements from downstream
vertexes to support the truncation of a recovery log which contains tokens sent
out along a particular edge. Acknowledgement of a block of data tokens entails
the return of a checkpoint marker inserted into the data flow after those data
tokens by an upstream end point which sent them. The protocol can be instan-
tiated to support different degrees of fault-tolerance, essentially dependent on
the distance checkpoint markers travel downstream before being acknowledged.
These features are illustrated in figure 2. The propagation of checkpoints, and
e1 e2 en
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Application
End Points
viv2v1 vn
hSID route
(a) An example
graph.
(b) A single ver-
tex.
(c) A protocol in-
stantiation.
(d) A checkpoint
marker.
Figure 2: Elements of the rollback-recovery protocol.
their corresponding acknowledgements is contained within a subgraph of the
overall graph. In the simplest case this subgraph has diameter two, as in fig-
ure 2(c). A checkpoint marker (figure 2(d)) carries a representation of the route
it has travelled, in the form of a stack. Each incoming end point pushes its ID
onto this stack as the checkpoint marker passes through on its forward journey,
and also decrements h. A checkpoint marker is returned when it has travelled
over a given number of edges, i.e. when h (initially 2 in figure 2(c)) has reached
0. The route supports relay of an acknowledgement to the creator of its corre-
sponding checkpoint marker. The protocol is suited for digraphs which satisfy
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the property that there are no two vertexes connected by two paths of different
length, termed uniform digraphs in [22].
Each checkpoint marker carries a sequence number S which is unique for
its creating end point. An outgoing end point increments its sequence number
with each checkpoint marker creation. When an acknowledgement arrives at
the source of its corresponding checkpoint marker all tokens preceding that
checkpoint marker are discarded from the recovery log there. An incoming end
point buffers received tokens, only releasing them for access by the application
code via receive() when a checkpoint marker arrives, whose sequence number S
is more recent than the latest received from the same ID. If the central vertex
fails and is replaced, the replacement sends a restart request to each upstream
adjacent vertex, on receipt of which a vertex first flushes the connecting edge
and then replays the contents of its recovery log, including checkpoint markers.
The application code in the central vertex, being deterministic, creates exactly
the same stream of output tokens as it did first time. Incoming end points in
the downstream neighbours purge any partial block of tokens as recovery starts,
and discard duplicate blocks received during recovery. It is possible to make an
arbitrary uniform digraph tolerant to a single fault at any vertex by overlapping
multiple instantiations of the protocol [22].
A special case is made to handle restart or replacement of a source vertex.
Because an end point generates the same sequence of checkpoint markers each
time it is started up, restart or replacement of a source vertex will lead to
the same data tuples (and checkpoint markers with similar sequence numbers)
being received in a downstream neighbour. Recognizing that it is next to a
source, that neighbour therefore discards tuples which it has seen already.
An incoming end point requires to buffer up to one block of tokens and
remember the latest checkpoint marker from each upstream end point whose
checkpoints it handles. The main buffering requirement lies in an outgoing end
point which needs to buffer as many tokens as will be unacknowledged at any
given time. This quantity is determined partly by the selected block size and
partly by application characteristics.
In the abstract definition, most processing related to the rollback-recovery
protocol can be encapsulated in two operations send() and handle() which are
located in end point. The application code in a vertex has two responsibilities
with regard to protocol correctness. Firstly, it forwards a checkpoint marker
when (from its own point of view) it knows that corresponding tokens are not
required any more. Secondly, it ensures that an acknowledgement is only sent
upstream when it has been received from each downstream adjacent vertex.
4.2 Managing End Points
In a parallel query algebra based on exchange [11], an execution thread is created
in each exchange which has an input operator. This thread accesses tuples from
the input operator via the normal iterator interface and buffers these tuples
before transmitting them to the appropriate destination exchange. Thus, a
single thread of control executes in a region of the query graph bounded by
exchanges. Two exchange threads interact at a boundary between machines;
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the thread in the upstream exchange producing tuples which the thread in
the downstream exchange consumes. In OGSA-DQP, the exchange operator
buffers tuples in an array per consumer exchange and forwards any buffer when
the total data contained in it (after translation into XML) exceeds a defined
threshold. the operation putData writes the tuples contained in the buffer
passed as parameter directly into the input queue, exchangeq, of the specified
exchange.
In OGSA-DQP-REC, as shown in figure 3, communication is coordinated
at the lower level of a single point-to-point link. At query planning time, each
end point in the chosen plan is allocated a unique identification, so that each
exchange operator can be parameterized with the identifiers of both its own
local end points and the remote end points to which these are linked. The end
points are instantiated at the same time as a query sub-plan. In OGSA-DQP-
REC, on retrieving a tuple, the exchange thread simply calls the appropriate
end point send() operation which in turn copies the tuple into that end point’s
recovery log and a local buffer. The latter corresponds to the per destination
buffer in OGSA-DAI, such that when the total amount of buffered data (after
translation to XML) exceeds a defined limit, the buffer is propagated to the
destination end point.
In OGSA-DQP-REC, the GQES operation putData writes tuples from a
buffer into the input queue for a specific end point, inputq. A separate thread
processes tuples from inputq, buffering tuples until receipt of a corresponding
checkpoint marker tuple then copying them to the exchangeq and sending an
acknowledgement tuple back to the remote end point, or discarding them if the
checkpoint marker shows them to be repeats. The abstract definition of the pro-
exchange
exchange
Collated acks
from downstream
endpoint
handler
Acks for inputq
exchangeq
obuffer
ibuffer
endpoint
handler
inputq
machine 2
downstream
machine 1
upstream
for this link
upstream
recoverylog
Figure 3: For a single point to point link, the main execution threads, exchange
and endpoint handler, are shown interacting through queues to implement the
rollback-recovery protocol over a single inter machine boundary.
tocol requires two functions to be carried out in the application code of a vertex,
these being the forwarding of checkpoints between end points and the collation
and relay of acknowledgements. The latter can actually be performed within
an exchange operator by a separate thread, called acknowledgement handler.
The former is performed by operators other than exchange, as described in
the next subsection.
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4.3 Enhancing Data Manipulation Operators
Implementation of the rollback-recovery protocol requires minor changes in op-
erators other than exchange. In the case of an operation call operator (a call
to a remote Web Service), it is simply necessary to recognize any checkpoint
marker tuples and pass them straight through. The fact that these checkpoint
markers remain in the correct place in the tuple stream will ensure that the ac-
knowledgement processing remains correct across an evaluator which contains
such an operator.
Other operator types require a bit more care, and for example figure 4,
shows how a single-pass hash join operator can be modified to process checkpoint
markers. The left input is retained entire in a hash table while the right input is
read, so while checkpoint markers are forwarded directly from the right input,
only the last read is forwarded from the left input, at the end of processing.
After a failure during processing of the right input, the whole of the left input
1 public void open() {
2 left.open(); t = left.next(); while (! t.iseof()) {
3 if (t.ischeckpoint()) llatest = (CheckpointMarker) t; else
4 h.insert((DataTuple)t); t = left.next();
5 } left.close(); right.open();
6 }
7 public Tuple next() {
8 if (!results.empty()) return (Tuple) results.pop();
9 if (eof) return new EOFTuple(); else t = right.next();
10 while (true) {
11 if (t.iseof()) {eof = true; return llatest;}
12 if (t.ischeckpoint()) return t;
13 results = h.probe((DataTuple)t);
14 if (results.empty()) t = right.next();
15 else return (Tuple) results.pop();
16 }
17 }
Figure 4: Changing a single phase hash join operator (inserted lines 3,11,12) to
support checkpoint marker processing.
is replayed, but this is typically much smaller than the right input or such an
operator would not have been chosen. Only that part of the right input which
has not been acknowledged at the time of the failure is replayed.
4.3.1 Evaluator Setup
In order for an evaluator Erep to join an ongoing query execution in place of
a lost evaluator Elost and be able to continue processing as the original would
have, the following conditions must be met.
1. Equivalent services (e.g. GDS and database or WS) are available on Erep
as on Elost.
2. An equivalent query subplan is installed on Erep as had been on Elost.
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3. The subplan installed on Erep is replayed so as to reach the same state as
Elost had been in just before the failure.
Requirement 1 is met by identifying in the resources provided to FH which
available machines can fulfil which roles in a query. Requirement 2 is met
by including sufficient information in those resources that FH can construct a
suitable plan to install. In practice this means being able to set the URL values
corresponding to a particular machine in a template query plan produced during
optimization. Requirement 3 implies that the new evaluator must be able to
determine from other surviving evaluators, or elsewhere, whether the subplan
in the failed evaluator had been started, and or had completed execution. In
the context of the iterator model [12] which is adopted in OGSA-DQP, the
requirement is to be able to determine for a root operator in the subplan of Elost
whether that operator had been opened and/or closed. Thus, when a request to
open or close a subtree is propagated between evaluators, that status (opened
and/or closed) is recorded in the relevant end point of the requesting evaluator.
Whenever an evaluator starts up, each end point in that evaluator goes
through an initialisation protocol to establish communications with its corre-
sponding remote end point. This initialization sequence is also initiated when
a link is re-enabled following a failure. In this way evaluators both immediately
upstream and immediately downstream of a failed evaluator can be brought
into step in a consistent way
The normal message exchange is illustrated in figure 5. On receipt of
response−2
response
connected = true
upstream downstream
restart
open
request
opened = true
closed
opened
closed = true
close
opening = true
closing = true
if (!closed)
exchange.close()
closed = true
if (!opened)
exchange.open()
opened = true
opened = false
connected = true
Figure 5: Special tuple exchange during normal processing.
response-2 an end point first sends restart which instructs the upstream end
point to insert the current contents of its recovery log before the next data
tuple sent. At normal startup that will be the first tuple generated when the
sub plan is opened. If either opening or opened is set, i.e. had been set due
to the corresponding request having been sent to a previous incarnation of the
upstream evaluator, the end point sends open immediately. This ensures that a
replacement evaluator recovers to a state consistent with the downstream eval-
uators. When an outgoing link is seen to be failed, it is marked as disconnected.
Output to a link is stalled while the link is marked as either disconnected or not
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opened. At some point after the link is disabled, a reconfiguration request will
be handled which will identify a new destination. When the end point destina-
tion is amended, the end point is enabled, and thereby enters its setup phase.
It sends a request to the newly started evaluator which initiates connection.
While it resets its own opened flag during this initial message exchange, the
controlling exchange operator remembers its open status and so, on subsequent
request from the end point can avoid attempting to repeat the open operation.
Instead, if a send operation was blocked due to the link having been disabled,
that operation will be unblocked though the open request, and in addition the
contents of the recovery log will be inserted before the new data tuple.
In practice, the status messages described above are all implemented as spe-
cial tuples so that they flow through the same queues as data tuples, checkpoint
markers and acknowledgements and the correct sequencing of tuples which are
visible outside of the end points and status messages is easily ensured.
4.3.2 Handling Faults
Because a stand-alone failure detector is assumed in OGSA-DQP-REC, there is
no attempt to diagnose fault conditions at the granularity of an individual send
operation. A particular call between GQESs may return one of a number of
exception statuses, such as “connection timeout” or “broken pipe” or a failure
from a higher level indicating that the destination evaluator, though installed,
is not ready yet. Such exceptions are treated in the same way; in each case
the lower level send operation, on the sender side, backs off for an interval and
retries. An interrupt however is treated as a cue to leave this processing. In the
event of an actual machine failure and replacement, it is the responsibility of
FH, when prompted by FD, to: ensure that downstream neighbours are ready
to enter the setup phase; then to both abort any send to the failed machine (by
interrupting the relevant exchange threads); and to update the destination as
recorded in the corresponding end point(s) in neighbouring machines. These
operations are actually performed by the LFH, in response to messages sent by
GFH which performs the following to replace a failed evaluator Elost by a new
evaluator Erep.
1. Request consumers of Elost to disable end points which had been con-
nected to that evaluator, effectively blocking input processing.
2. Install and start up Erep.
3. Request both consumers of, and producers (if any) for, Elost to update the
destinations for relevant end points to those in Erep, ultimately leaving
both end points and exchange operators enabled.
4.3.3 Query Planning for Fault-Tolerance
In OGSA-DQP, an optimiser employs data related statistics which are accessed
from the physical schemas of constituent database as well as dynamic metadata
information concerning computational resources to optimize a physical query
plan prior to execution. This section aims to identify some of the strategies that
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may be employed by a query planner when fault-tolerance must be supported,
through the example of the rollback-recovery protocol under discussion.
Figure 6(a) shows one possible plan, a left-deep-tree, which might be se-
lected as the physical plan for a three-way natural join. Figure 6(b) shows a
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(a) Physical plan. (b) Parallel plan, including exhanges.
Figure 6: Mapping an example query onto computational resources.
possible parallel query plan where, following [20], a pair of exchange operators
marking the border between partitions is represented by a single instance with
the corresponding partitions overlapping. Such a parallel plan is then scheduled
to physical resources, and unnecessary exchange operators removed.
Intuitively, if the whole of a computation is contained within a single ma-
chine and the granularity of detectable failure is a single machine, then there is
little scope for reducing the repetition of work during recovery. On the other
hand, this may be the strategy to follow for minimizing failure free response
time. A key trade-off for the scheduler is between distributing the query to
support fault-tolerance and the cost incurred by doing so.
Figure 7 shows different ways this same parallel plan might be scheduled,
using the client’s machine (M0) where the result is to be delivered, the three
machines hosting data sources (M1, M2, M3) and different numbers of other
machines to offer different levels of support for fault-tolerance. The exchange
operators are shown individually within separate partitions. Also shown are
the end points and instantiations of the rollback-recovery protocol.
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Figure 7: Mapping an example query onto computational resources.
• Under the schedule of figure 7(a), it is possible to avoid some repeated
work. For instance if M3 fails during processing of its join’s right input,
and is replaced, it is possible to avoid repeating the work done previously
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by the join in M2. However, it is inevitably necessary to reprocess all
of the right input, which comes from the data source hosted on M3.
Duplicate results will be blocked by the incoming end point on M0.
• Under the schedule of figure 7(b), it is possible to reduce the amount of
work that must be repeated after recovery from a failure of machine M4
through knowledge of which results have already been passed to the client
on M0. The worst case for recovery is when the failure occurs during pro-
cessing of the right input of the uppermost join. During such a recovery,
the left input of the uppermost join must be re-created and so the lower
join must be repeated in full. The saving that can be accomplished is that
of avoiding reprocessing that part of the right input of that uppermost
join that had already been processed. This possibility for recovery is at
the cost of transferring data to M4.
• Under the schedule of figure 7(c), it is possible to reduce the amount of
work that must be repeated after recovery from a failure of either M4
or M5 through knowledge of which results have been passed already to
M0 or M1 respectively. For instance if M5 fails while the join hosted
there is processing its right input, M4 need not repeat all of its processing
during recovery; it has the left input required by M5 in its recovery log.
However, data must now be transferred between M4 and M5.
This section has only described three obvious scheduling options. These
are not the only ones; the point is to indicate that any user level requirements
for fault-tolerance need to be taken account of at query scheduling time, if not
earlier in the optimization process.
5 Experimental Results
The experiments are performed using OGSA-DQP-REC over a local area net-
work comprising a cluster of 860MHz machines (cluster01, cluster02 etc) having
512MB main memory each, interconnected via a 100Mbps fast ethernet switch
and a separate 3GHz machine (workstation) on a different subnet having 1GB
main memory. A minimal dataset contains a single table with a single inte-
ger attribute which is auto-incremented as each row is loaded. A 250000 row
instance of this dataset, is installed on four of the cluster machines in a local
installation of mysql and exported via a local installation of GDS dataset1 ...
dataset4 on cluster01 ... cluster04.
Tree shaped queries are common in database query processing, resulting
from joining multiple tables. In a practical example, there would be other pro-
cessing apart from the basic equi-joins, including filtering and other predicates,
and using attributes other than the key attributes in the various tables. How-
ever, for these experiments, it is more useful to keep the query simple so that
the performance scales in a predictable way. Specifically, since the multiple
tables are equivalent and the joins are pure equi-joins, the result of every join
is identical to each input.
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1 select a1.id
2 from a1 in dataset1, . . . . aN in datasetN
3 where
4 a1.id < CARDINALITY . . . . and aN.id < CARDINALITY
5 and a1.id = a2.id . . . . and a1.id = aN.id;
Figure 8: An example of a join query for the environment of section 5.
5.1 Overhead
Figure 9 shows measured results for three example queries, including 1, 2 and 3
joins. The queries are planned as FT MIN(∞) and FT MAX(b), for block sizes
b in the range 100 to 1000. The cost of the non-fault-tolerant instantiation
is shown as a constant, independent of block size. Consistent with [16, 21],
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Figure 9: Cost of fault-tolerance, FT MAX(b) vs. FT MIN(∞), in Join queries,
with inputs of 100K tuples. The measurements are warm and averaged over 3
runs.
the cost of the rollback-recovery protocol is seen to be higher for smaller block
sizes. While it is surprising that the cost of a fault-tolerant execution should
be cheaper than that of a non fault-tolerant execution, this can be understood
as a gain through the increased parallelism introduced by locating the (single)
join remotely. This gain more than balances the cost of transferring the inputs
between machines. Figure 10 shows how the relative performance of different
scheduling strategies varies with the number of joins in the query. In these
experiments, it is seen that the increasing cost of data transfers implicit in the
FT MAX strategy outweighs the gain through parallelism when there are two
joins. If there is sufficient memory on the remote machine, it is possible to co-
locate all the joins in one of these example queries, according to the FT MED
strategy. In this case, it would also be possible to parallelize the tree of joins.
A full analysis of the various options is beyond the scope of this document, but
it can be seen that planning a query to support fault-tolerance needs to be a
cost based activity.
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5.2 Recovery
The cost of recovery in an example query can be measured by employing a
means of software fault injection [15] to initiate a chosen fault scenario in a
controlled way. The fault scenario chosen is a transient failure whereby one of
the machines participating in the distributed query is rebooted and is available
for re-use by the time FH is prompted by FD.
For these initial experiments, failure detection is disabled. The Fault Injec-
tor (FI) kills a specified evaluator at a specified interval (delay time) after the
start of query execution, and then waits for a different specified interval (dead
time) before invoking the FH directly.
The FI is implemented by adding a new class to the coordinator, in which
an independent thread is initiated at construction time. The coordinator con-
structs an instance at query startup time and calls a shutdown operation at
query completion time. A new section is added to the configuration file to
support parameterization of injected faults, defining the following entries: fail
evaluator ; delay time; and dead time. Fault injection can be disabled by omit-
ting this section from the configuration file, or effectively by setting the delay
time to a very large value.
If fault injection occurs after query completion, the only cost should be that
of protocol overhead If the fault is injected during processing of the query, then
the overall execution time must be increased by the dead time plus the cost
of starting the replacement evaluator and notifying neighbours. Additionally,
there must be a cost incurred through repeating work done before the failure.
If the fault is injected before processing of the left input begins, there is no
reprocessing to perform. If the fault is injected during processing of the left
join input, the recovery cost is proportional to the amount of the left input
which had already been processed. If the fault is injected during processing of
the right join input, the recovery cost should essentially be the dead time plus
the time to re-process the left input.
Figure 11 shows the measured performance of a single join query scheduled
according to the FT MAX(1000) policy under the injection of a transient fault
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as described above of 300, 600, or 900 seconds duration. It is seen that the
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Figure 11: Measured performance of a single join query, with inputs of 250K
tuples, in the presence of a single injected fault (of duration dead time) at delay
time from the start of the run. The measurements are of single warm runs.
overall form of the graphs is as expected. The overhead of fault-tolerance, seen
where the delay time is larger than the fail-free run time is very low in this
case. For low values of delay time the cost of execution including recovery
is lower than the maximum value, since presumably the fault is then being
injected while the left input of the join is being accessed. From the graphs,
there is apparently about a 300 second cost incurred during the fault-recovering
executions in addition to the dead time. This cost is split between the time
taken: to actually inject the fault, i.e. to destroy the service; to install the
replacement service; to update upstream and downstream end points; and to
repeat processing of any in-progress blocks which had not been acknowledged.
In this failure scenario, the dead time corresponds to the time for the ma-
chine to be rebooted and the time for the failure to be detected. As a guide the
failure detector of [23] is reported to achieve a chance of a false fault indication
of 1 in 100000 if the detection period is as low as 4 minutes for an average CPU
cost of under 1.3%.
The fault injection experiments show that a real gain can be made through
the use of fault-tolerance for a short enough transient fault. The result gener-
alizes to non-transient faults if a suitable replacement machine is available at
the time of the fault. A realistic query might include an operation call, as in
the example in [20]. As well as such a query being likely to be rather more long
running, both join and operation call could be allocated to the same evaluator,
in which case it is likely that the overhead for fault-tolerance could be very low.
6 Conclusions
Distributed query processing is coming to be seen as a way of combining com-
putational and database resources through a high level level expression that
is convenient to the user. However, such a trend suggests that while individ-
ual queries will become more highly distributed and more demanding, individ-
ual machine failures will be more likely. In this setting it becomes preferable
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to recover from such an individual failure without having to start the inter-
rupted query from scratch. This work has described how a publicly available
distributed query processing system for the grid can be enhanced to support
fault-tolerance. It describes the implementation of a rollback-recovery protocol
and presents measurements of the cost of both protocol overheads and recovery.
These results show that the implementation can exhibit low overhead and can
yield significant performance improvements through recovering and continuing
after failure.
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